
  

? Encourage remote engagement

? Restore a sense of community

? Support change

drawing portraits and writing lives stories
to promote individual value and group efficiency

Art, soft skills and professional development :



  

founder of Visages d'en Faces

Knowledge
about each other

2015 : a key year

2016 : Nuit Blanche in Paris

2017 : Visages d’en Faces

Christine Boulanger



  

Performance       Collective intelligence 
      

Instilling curiosity & a collective dynamic

● Adaptability
● Emotional intelligence

<
 

soft skills

● Assertiveness
● Respect



  

A collaborative approach to portrait art

Recognition      Bonds        Change

Exhibitions          Readings         Workshops



  

Bringing people together
« There is an authenticity in these portraits that gives 
them great resistance. This is even more important 
after the lockdown as we are getting back to work. »
                                      Marc, communication manager



  

Exhibitions & public readings

Sens of belonging 

The way we

view each other



  

Portrait art as a storytelling approach

« The workshop started off with 
a rather unusual exercise!
Eventually, I caught myself 
writing a genuine storytelling. »

Catherine, consultant



  

Corporate workshops

“Let's meet each other

“Let's talk about it

“Let's tell our stories 

Drawing

Looking

Listening



  

Portraying others to improve your focus

« Drawing has helped me become a better listener. I felt 
more involved, more concerned about others. »
Loris



  

« We had to look each other in the eye, it was quite 
embarrassing at first. However, in the end this 
approach allowed us to talk about who we really are. »
Rémy

to work on your soft skillsPortraying others



  

« The employees recognised themselves in 
these drawings of faces, which were both 
familiar and strangely intense as though 
they were discovering them for the first 
time. » Marc

Portraying others to team up



  

contact@visagesdenfaces.com

contact@visagesdenfaces.com

1. Do these portraits strike a chord with you?

2. What do they have in common?

3. How can they be useful to the community?

mailto:contact@visagesdenfaces.com


  

They trust us

       Let's meet :

contact@visagesdenfaces.com

       +33 (0)6 66 86 52 37

       visagesdenfaces.com

mailto:contact@visagesdenfaces.com
http://www.visagesdenfaces.com/
https://www.facebook.com/visagesdenfaces/
https://www.instagram.com/visagesdenfaces/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/27195983/admin/
https://twitter.com/ChrBoulanger
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